However, recent mapping with MESSENGER data has shown that the SP host more faults per unit area compared with the ICP. The SP comprise ~27% of the total planetary surface, yet hosts ~63% of the mapped shortening structures and 50% of the total mapped fault length [1] . The origin of this difference in fault areal densities is unknown.
Here, we build on this work and analyze the strain concentrations recorded by shortening structures in the ICP and SP. Relative strain amounts can provide insight into the deformational history of the SP, and this has implications for the timing of global contraction and the formation processes responsible for shortening tectonics in these plains. 
Areal Strain Study:
To calculate spatial distributions of areal strain across the lithosphere, global image and topographic data provided by MESSENGER were used to systematically asses the surface morphology of 25% of Mercury's total mapped fault population [1] . We examined 710 structures in the ICP and 786 in the SP, representing 40% and 21% of the individual fault populations, respectively. Structures in Caloris basin, the largest preserved impact feature on Mercury, were ignored as local basin-related deformation may have occurred there [1, 7] .
For each structure, 10 topographic profiles were extracted perpendicular to fault strike and detrended. For each profile, the background "baseline" elevation away from the fault was determined, and the mean and standard deviation calculated from the profiles. The maximum elevation along-strike was also measured, and the baseline elevation subtracted to find the maximum relief. The baseline standard deviation was taken as the maximum relief error (black error bars in Fig.1 ).
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Strain calculations followed previous studies [1, 2] . The strain, ε, hosted by a population of N faults can be calculated with:
where L is the fault length and A is the survey area of interest [2] . The maximum displacement (D) of the fault is related to the measured maximum relief (t) and the fault dip (θ) by D = t/sin θ. In the manner of previous studies [1, 7] , we varied θ from 25° to 35°. In cases where the fault relief was not determined, D was estimated using a D-L scaling factor, γ, determined from the faults with precise relief and length estimates. The red dashed lines in Fig. 1 show the median absolute deviation for the SP and ICP D/L populations, which was used to calculate uncertainties in our regression and hence in the strain estimates.
Estimates in γ for the SP and ICP are given in Table  1 for θ values of 25°, 30°, and 35°. The strain values in Table 1 for the ICP, SP (including specifically the northern smooth plains units, NSP) and the global estimate using all the structures, were determined by summing the strain from displacement-length scaling and the strain from faults with relief estimates. Table 1 : Derived γ for the SP and ICP for θ of 25°, 30°, and 35°. For a given fault dip angle, strain for the SP, NSP, ICP, and the global strain value were calculated using (1).
Shortening Strain: Our results suggest that the SP has accommodated more shortening strain than the ICP, suggesting that the SP has undergone more deformation than previously thought [1, 4, 7, 8] . Fig. 2 shows the cumulative distribution function for strain and for fault counts as a function of L for the SP and ICP. In the SP, 60% of the strain is stored by faults with lengths between 50 and 150 km. This represents 40% of all the faults. However, in the ICP, strain is highly localized by the largest faults: 50% of the strain is stored by the 15% of this fault population with lengths greater than 150 km. Further, although a majority of faults in both units are shorter than 50 km, these faults do not accommodate substantial strain.
Discussion: We suggest that the contrast in morphology and density of compressional tectonics in the SP versus ICP may primarily reflect differences in rheology and the structural character of the lithosphere, rather than the amount of strain accommodated. Under a horizontally uniform stress field induced by global contraction, the greater number of faults in the SP could explain the discrepancy in relief and length between the two units. If the lithosphere in the SP is mechanically weaker, perhaps because of layers of mechanical weakness (décollements) within the lava deposits [1], this could promote the formation of many small landforms such that shortening strain is more evenly distributed in space. Additionally, the higher strain concentration in the SP could result from a combination of subsidence and global contraction acting together. In contrast, shortening strains might concentrate into fewer, larger structures in a more homogenous rock mass, such as the ICP units (which would no longer include such discrete mechanical stratigraphy because of sustained impact bombardment and intrusive activity) [1] .
Additionally, the ICP has large spatial variations in crustal thickness, which can vary between 60 and 10 km). This areal variation could localize shortening strains at areas where thick and thin crust are proximal [e.g., 1], such that faults there could accumulate a considerable amount of relief and length. However, the SP has very uniform crustal thickness of ~25 km, which would further have facilitated the more areally homogenous distribution of strain. Finally, results from dislocation modelling suggest that thrust faults in the SP could penetrate to depths of 25 km -inconsistent with the "wrinkle ridge" structures there being thin-skinned in nature [5] . 
